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(Hook: Holocaust)
Warcloud as Alcatraz, lyrics you couldn't figure yet
I came here to smoke a donut and eat a cigarette

(Intro: Holocaust)
Aiyo, there could be no other Holocaust
I'm the only Holocaust
And Warcloud as Alcatraz
In the back about to blast, for you to marry
Yo yo yo, it's how I rock, yo yo yo yo

(Holocaust)
Black Roman Trojan with an arm full of corrosion
Fighting in a mighty war with a heavy sword that's golden
Through the screams and explosions I move while cannons are loading
To dismember a million warriors and arrest by Earth's erosion
My devotion is to AWOL rappers and smash tanks
We stand on a sea made of glass, the Kings of Saints
I thrust my sword into a cloud, how villain's burn
The sky broke thunder on a song that no man could learn
Warcloud stone steps red, galactic heartless

(Hook 2X)

(Holocaust)
I drag motherfuckers off into the sewers, they're losers
Disrespect, you fail, wind up in Mexican jail
Tequila crash fire across your face, I'm off the place
Sipping pia coladas in the Bahamas with anacondas
And if people get to Hell their thoughts are harmful
Pistol pop your head, chop a rapper's head with a car door
The written mental books of many wars, they don't make them anymore
Your verbal death, you have heard of the criminology of psychology
Brainwash to attack you, I stash a package in a statue
Added to the vitality, watch it burn through 'The Realm of Reality'
You drop out of a climate, drop your wife down in the hill's grave
Verbal 'Pet Sematary', gun men down in the preliminary
Bloody construction yard of angry men, still try to change me then
Being in the American Forces of Saratoga
Between 1875 to revolutionize revolution
Dusty cannons will barge your harbours
Your rap's baffled by 'The Last Castle'

(Hook 2X)

(Holocaust)
Ferocious flying swordsmen from Atlantis battle large Juggernauts
Chainsaw Spartans carve dark markets in rappers
Whirlwind arsenic, crime waves and arsonists
Gun powder, fun chowder power, a game of nine pins
Galactic bones eradicating Stormtrooper executioner
Iron sunflowers grew shiny in the back of the mountain
Roam through the rugged steel magnolia hillsides
Pirate rocked by bones and chariots by flying cheetahs
Marshall Warlords encountered, tried to defeat us
Very angry men, aren't they bloodthirsty men
Lionhearted outsiders lied tireless of violence
Crazy lunatic, weak thunders, laughing out lumber
Your platoon rocks ____ at the moon box



Heavenly boom box, lasers tune slide that clack hot shots
Heavy stolen axe, sportsman threw a ___
Savage jackals fanatical
Tongue how the dumfounded rappers vision precision
'Sinister' ministers scriptures from the bitter age's collages
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